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This weSk's campus crime reported.
Look for it every week . .

Features This Week

Sports This Week

The Gladiators Are Coming! ·The
Gladiators Are Coming!

Dedication of Don Dallas Memorial
Field slated for October 18.
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UMSL's Budget Cut By $1 Million
Chancellor Announces Departmental Cuts
by Thomas J. Kovach
editor

In an expected move, Chancellor
Blanche Touhill said Friday that UMSt.Louis will face a $1 million budget
cut. Campus officials also said another budget cut could come as early
as January if Missouri's economy
doesn't pick up.
Since last Monday, Touhill met
with the Senate Budget and Planning
Committee and asked each director to
submit a report in how to take cuts.
The call for the cuts came from University of Missouri President-Designee George Russell Oct 4.
"It was a very painful project,"
Touhill said, "because we know this
is not the direction we want to go in."
The hardest-hit department on
campus was Arts and Sciences.
Touhill said the department,
headed by Dean Terry Jones, faces a
reduction of $300,000, including the
possibility of laying off ten staff
members.

Jones · could not be reached for
comment, but Touhill and Associate
Arts and Sciences Dean Martin Sage
said they are confident layoffs would
not occur
"I have no intention oflaying off
anyone," Sage said.
Touhill said, "lam willing to work
with Arts and Sciences in the current
cost problem. There will be no campus freeze.
Sage said Arts and Sciences has
looked at every cost-cutting measure,
including layoffs, because,the department doesn't have any open positions. Otherdepartments are putting a
freeze on hiring new personnel.
But Touhill is warning vice-chancellors andchaiIpersons to prepare
for another three percent budget cut in
January. That call, she said, may come
from Gov. John Ashcroft's office.
"If we get another three percent
cut, it would be a disaster," Sage said.
"I don't see where we would get the
money from. I can't see a reasonable
way to do that. "
,j

computer Fees

All Four UM
Schools ·See
Similar Cuts

"I have been here since 1974, and
this is the worst I have seen. It maybe
worse the following year, especially
if Proposition B doesn't pass," he
added.
Proposition B is a $385 million
education tax package set to go before
voters on November 5.
David Lendt, director of University Relations for the University of
Missouri, said if the Proposition B
doesn't pass, all four UM campuses
will face more cuts.
''The governor wiII have no
choice. I think a lot will be told by the
Christmas season,"Lendt said.
Other cuts include the deletion of
Saturday Evening College hours and
a cut-back in student assistants in
various departments.
"But I am not going to cut
classes," Touhill said. "I think classes
will be merged, and a few classes will
not be offered. We will be able to do
less, and people who work with students must pick up the slack. ..

Chancellor Blanche TouhiII 's announcement of UM-St Louis -losing
$1 million is about an eighth of what
the entire University of Missouri System will lose.
At the University of MissouriColumbia, Chancellor Haskell Monroe told faculty the school would face
a $4.14 million budget cut.
Some of the hardest hit programs
at UM-Columbia include close to $2
million in campus repairs and renovations and $1.5 million in the University Extension Continuing Education

program.
ButMonore said no faculty would
be Iaid offfor now.
George Russell , chancellor at UMKansas City, also had bad news for
Photo:

Ke~p

Labs Open

See SCHOOLS, page 4

Horizons Offers Alcohol
Awareness Week Program
by Pam Wilson

of the Current Staff

Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week,
which is this week. This is an oncampus program that targets the preLocated in 427 SSB is a unique vention of alcohol and drug abuse.
student organization: Horizons, a Hague said all nationally-funded uniprogram composed of students for versities are required to do an alcohol
and drug awareness program, but they
students.
Horizons is a peer counseling and don'twanttodojustwhat'smandatory.
career resource center that offers its "We don't want to do just enough to
services completely free. From the get by, we want to really 00 somecrisis situation where you feel you thing," she said.
need to speak to someone immediAll week, Horizons will be
ately, to the exploration of careers, showing movies promoting alcohol
Horizons is there to assist
and drug awareness. "Clean and SoDirector Jeep Hague, UM-St. ber," "Barfly," "Days of Wine and
wuis junior, said they are there to Roses" and ''I'm Daricing As Fast As
I Can" will be shown Monday,
provide service for students.
"My philosophy is that all the Wednesday and Thursday in the
peers are worJdng as a group," Hague University Center Summit. Free
said. "We're here to listen, to talk to snacks and lemonade will be proand to provide access to career infor- vided. Exact times of the movies are
mation."
on flyers around campus or available
Hague and the Horizons staff have
planned activities for the National
See HORIZONS, page 4
Current Correspo ndent

An informal poll conducted by
the Current revealed that some
students believe the computer fee
that is taCked onto the semester fee
statement was used to pay clerical
workerS to key in their registrations.
But the computer fee, which
raises roughly $800,000 per year, .
i.s spent on the support of the open
computer labs as well as the Plll'chase of software, which has clear
instructional purpose.
"The original concept was to
provide computer facilities to those
who need it. Now a student may
walk into an open computer lab
and work on a course assignment,
or use his or her own software for
word processing, or do whatever
they want," said Jerrold Siegel.
coordinator of Campus ComputPhoto: Dirk Fletcher
ing and Tel~ommunications.
COMPUTER FEES MAKE IT HAPPEN: Sheila Burnett, freshman accounting major, reads through
The computer fee also goes
her notes while using the writing lab in SSB. The lab is open to any UMSL student and student
employees are available for assistance.

Airport Expansion Is campus Concern
by Max Montgomery
news editor

Fletcher

Se8 CUTS, page 4 . BIG L
:-tJM
Chancellor Blanche Touhill announc.
ing university budget cuts Frid ay.
.

by Christopher Garza

See FEES, page 4
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"From an administrator's point of view,
we don 't want to say we are for or against the
expansion of Lambert Airport. We want to
study now it is going to affect the campus."

The safety of UM-St Louis students and faculty, noise levels on
campus and interruptions of campus
programs are three concerns of the
UniversitY Senate concerning the F-4
Expansion Plan of Lambert Interna-Blanche Touhil/, Chancel/or
tional Allport.
The Senate adopted a letter Tues- sues to the attention of the University. be passing over the center of campus ,
The letter is not to suggest the throughout the day. The letter states
day to be sent to the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) addressing University is either for or against the that this increase of the danger of a
these concerns and asking that they be expansion, Schwartz stated, but to plane wreck on campus "would be
investigated. The FAA has been ask- address the concerns of the Univer- unacceptable." .
The letter goes on to say that the
ing for testimony on environmental sity. Joe Martinich, associate professor of operations management, new flight patterns could affect camimpact of the airport expansion.
pus programs, especially research
The letter stated that the "trajecto- presented the letter to the Senate.
"We simply want"the impact on projects that require high degrees of
ries of the proposed runway system
will have flights passing directly over this campus to be considered," stability. Also, flights over the campus may make the campus observathe center of the University's main Martinich said.
Under
the
pIan,
which
is
considtory useless because of"atmospheric
campus." It was for this reason that
ering
the
new
locations
for
the
airport's
turbulence" from the jet engines.
astronomy professor Richard
.
runways,
UM-St.Louis
is
in
line
with
Schwartz, and David Ronen of the
business deparunent, b ught the is- the main runway, meaning planes will
See AIRPORT, page 4

Grant Awarded For

Rape Victim·Res earch
J enkins Appointed
New Dean of UMSL
Nursing School
Ruth Jenkins has been appointed associate dean of the UMSt. Louis School of Nursing.
Jenkins, who has been atUMSt. Louis since 1981 when the
nursing program began, helped
set up the undergraduate curriculwn and is an associate professor.
Since 1989 she has coordinated the graduate program in the
nursing school. Some of her duties
will entail filling in for Shirley
Martin, the current dean, and administering the master's programs
and future doctoral programs.
"The School of Nursing is
looking for continued growth in
the master's programs. We get
daily inquiries statewide. We need
Ph.D. prepared nlll'ses." Jenkins
said.

by Michelle McMurray
associate news editor

UM-St. wuis psychology professor Patricia Resick received a $1.7
million grant from the National Institute of Mental Health to study posttraumatic stress of victims after a rape.
It is the single largest grant received
by a researcher at this university.
Resick said she spent a couple of
years doing pilot studies and submitting grant proposals before she was
finally accepted.
The five-year study will be done
by a staff of eight researchers who
will study the effects of rape victims
at one week and three months after
the attack. Resick said the test subjects
will be referrals from the police, pros~utors and other victim assistance
programs. "We will send them a letter
and then follow up with a phone call,"
she said.
The research will consist of interviews, some of which will be taped, to

study nonverbal behavior and
symptoms
of stress.
Some of the
topics discussed with

Patricia Resick the victims

will be their
beliefs about safety, intimacy, seIfesteem, what kind of support they are
getting and how they are coping with
what happened to them.
Resick said the reason for the study
is to determine what helps victims
recover from a rape, and which victims are more likely to have stress
disorders such as nightmares and
flashbacks.
"We are excited to get a grant to
do a study of this size. We want to
look at victims' reactions early and
identify them for beuer intervention,"
Resick said.
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HELPWANTED
Reporters of News, Sports and Features wanted for University newspaper. Call 553-5174 ask for Tom.
Free travel, cash, and excellent
business experience! Openi·.gs
available for individuals or student
organizations to promote the
country's most successful spring
break tours. Call Inter-Campus
Programs 1-800-327-6013.
Full - time and part - time sales
positions availablein Chesterfield
area Excellent benefits. Lots of
fun. Call 532-0017 and ask for
Sharon.

FOR SALE
'75 Plymouth Fury. 4 door. Very
good condition. $800.553-6282 or
721-8453, evenings.

Helzberg diamond gift .certificate
with a face value of $2,100.00. Asking $1,800.00 or better. Call 4875372 to leave a message.
White wooden bookcase with adjustable shelves, 30" x 72" high and 36"
x 60" wide, each $25. New large
wicker storage trunk, $60. Work
desk constructed from flush floor,
$25. Four drawer metal filing cabinet, $25. Please phone 521-2283,
evenings.

MISCELLANEOUS
SUBMIT! Litmag needs your submissions of original art, photography, poetry and short prose.
LITMAG mailboxes located in English department, 4th floor , Lucas
Hall, and the University Center.

r

Guitar amplyfier and speakerGibson, excellent condition. Violin
-like new, Bow with case. Motorcycle, low mileage, newly tuned,
garaged, extras and full helmets.
Copper wall sculptures: 36" and
26". Call 261-7153.
1 pair of Klipsch La Scala speakers.
$1900 new , Blue book value of
$850, will sell for $725. Firm with
monster cables. Call Nick 3898182 or leave message.

Discover
Birkenstock
Step into Birkenstock footwear, and find a remarkable
blend of comfort and style.
Contoured footbeds provide
cushioning and support,
while your feet remain free
to move naturally.
You'll find colors thc.t
range from basic
to brilliant

RESEARCH
1fORMA1II
urgest Ubrary at
in S.
Information

U.

19.278 TOFfCS· ALL SUBJECTS

Order Catalog Today with Visa I Me or COO

800·351·0222

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information

t1322 Idaho Ave 112m-A. Los Angeles. CA 90025

Ski for free!! Anyone interested in
helping promote a January 4-10 Colo"
rado ski trip, or simply interested in
going on the trip, please call Dave 1800-999-1301.
Hate typing? Or would just rather
have someone else do ot for you? Call
Christine at 553-5174 or 441-5333.
Term pspers, short essays, resumes,
cover letters. Free proofreading.

Professional home typing. Students!
Businesses. Reasonable Rates.
Quick, Quality Service. Hampton/
Chippewa area. Donna 832-4925.
For rent or lease/purchase: Condo:
two bedrooms, one bath; wall to wall
carpets; living room with vaulted
ceiling; dining area leading to 12' x
16' deck; laundry hook-up: central
air,lots of light, second floor: appliances include stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, telephone, ceiling fan
and blinds. $450/month; $250 security deposit, one-year lease; Pagel
Ashby/Midland area, near UMSL,
Westport .. 423-9830 ..

U
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PART·TIME
INPUT

THE BQATII4EN'S

~fl;r~Al BANK

FOR 1991?

Earn $500· $1000 "ee,lIy sluffirl;l envelopes. FIX details

. RlSh $1.00 with SI>SE 10:
OIH Group Inc.
\..
1019 Lk. She!wood • Orlando,FL32B18

1 bedroom duplex apartment for
rent. One block from UMSL campus. Has basement and garage. Spacious, private, and cozy. $300/mo.
plus utilities . Very nice place. Call
Steve at 521-1364 or Bob
Schneider at 618-235-8474. Landlord is very reliable manager.

Financial Aid available immediatel y!
Special grants program. Every student eligible. No one turned down.
Simple application. Send name, ad~
dress and$l P&Hfee (refundable) to:
Student Services, P.O. Box 22-4026,
Hollywood, FL 33022.

\'IKE If &ANSMR AMERICA
WAKE UP SERVICE
24 HR. SERViCE17 DAY!'.I365 DAYS AYEAR

LET US WA~ YOU WITH AFRElNDlYVOICE
AT THE TIME YOU SElECT. WE"Ll EVEN WAKE
YOU ASECOND TIME SO YOU CAN GET ONE
LAST SNOOZE BEFORE RISING.
LOW ~L YRAIDNO HIDDEN CHARGES
ONLY $9.00 A MONTH

French tutoring- Alllevels- conversation, literature, grammer- Parisian slang, too- call 862-8791.

3RD MOIffiI OF SERVICE FREE' UMITED OFFER

.!aIdmu1 1b.!. BoI:.:nm'l NKiauJ 9W.OrSL U:>ili U ~p'-n.

timeinpw.~fc¥ ~&l>dWSJ,lthit'""" lo<:dt: ..-..rQr lull~.a.a.a~.'-G.f1
!d!S!JdMI.lb!r~~

Scm...o/the~wiii "' ..Ja:.:!",or-i-'!.cn ... d.:Ipct. "nifrinI:bc ~
a{~, NJ!Ilina • 1O-\q .ndiq I~c-m::.ap: Ql ~ dIc<h:aDd ~ the 'I'I'<lIi:..

O""........d.dliC:.ba1n.,.,£r=; Jp.m.. . ll:lOp..m.u..:l"""'thlrd<!ultu IO:OOp.m..7;30
L!IL. (Maor.~iDd:>4Fric.)'1U1d S~:fl.)
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OZ:lOl ADVA.-,;CED :".lCHTCLUBBl'iG
DE"signed exd l1sj\'(~[y fo r college-aged adults.

this course explores the be-st of new (U1 d o ld)
w.a,·~ music, ....i th instructor uri Bumann.
There is no fee (CO\"er/ for this course.
Meets e~'ery S und~y ill OZ nig htclub, 10 • .;
Take 70 east to Poplar St. Bridge. take the
fir5t right (Route 3 south), straight ahead .
Call (618) 274-1464 for more infonnation.
More CUJTiculwn listed in next issue.

Paula M. Young
Attorney
Traffic Matters
Reasonable Rates
576-0102

PERSONALS

n..kal_n'f~.tIorIIllBl.&llr.:olSt.t..o.WI

(f.au u 8_n:a Dqll
ATJ1oI : f'JlP

tBooa.notn'IPI.a.D:
SL.T...1uI5,MO 6JIOl

Furniture Sale: Complete Fisher stereo rack system: 100 watts per channel, CD player, turntable, cassette,
equalizer and 15" floor model speakers. Cost $1000 new, sell for $500.
Futon bed (single)- $75. Twin bed
(new)- $100. Burgandy love seat$.50. 10 speed racing bike-Sears$75.Assorted lamps/table and floor.
Call John at 862-1631.

Financial Aid available immediately! Special grants program. Every student eligible. No one turned
down. Simple application. Send
name, address and $1 P&H fee (refundable) to: Student Services, P.O.
Box 22-4026, Hollywood, FL
33022.
Lebeija, Pad, and No-Ball,
Bondaging is just so much fun.
Beija, you need to remember "It's

mind over bladder." Pad or shall
I say "chunk", you really need to
investinT.B. stock. No-Ball , her
teeth were there!
Cinco
Loverboy,
Happy 21st! Party 'till you
drop. You're the best! Ten years
to go. I'll be there when you're
ready.
LovergirL
Beija- How were those mattresses.
Cinco- Put ice down my pants
again and you die! Fregadero!
No Ball-I am giving headphones to
yours and Beija's ears and making
you listen to my tapes!
Dear P.,
Why do you treat me so badly and
hurt me so? What did I ever do to
you?

c.

Peter, I had a great time last week.
I only wish you would have moved
a little quicker. You seemed shy. I
guess since you know how I feel
now maybe you can send shivers
up my spine! I can tell I love you
already.
Shirly
Sweet meat: You are so adorable. I
love it when you stick your nose in
my nest and decorate your face
with my hair. It's your tum to give
me a massage. See you in the same
place next week.
Brewskie

CALl NOWI (OFFER EXPIRES 11-1S.91J

**426-CALL**(426-2255)**
UMSL doctoral candidate with 17
years teaching experience in ballroom and latin dances (tango,
mambo, rumba, samba, cha cha, east
and west coast swing, Viennese
waltz, English quickstep, paso doble,
bolero, etc.) available for group and
individualized instruction, with or
without a partner. Reasonable rates.
Call 997-0691.

This Spring Break earn free trips and
make the most money. Sell the best
location on the beach next to the
world's largest night clubs.
ccCampus/organizations needed to
promote Spring Break. Call Kim at 1800-558-3002.

For your fraternity, sorority, team or
other campus organization.
Absolutely no investment required!
«ALL 1-BOO-950·8.472. ext.

~O

~e\·
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Resulne Expert
,

"OUR DAUGHTER'S OILY

AFRESH.AI,I ID &liE'S
LAIDEDI

Resume Expe rt is "" easy to use tool that e nabl es you to register
with Career Placement Services, develop a professional typeset
resume and much more.

*-

Resume Expert does the layout and des ign of your information to
produce industry approved professional typeset resumes. This

approach allows you to concentrate on resume content (the hardest
part. but most important to employers) while leaving resume
appearance to ResuTTl€ Expert.

WONDERFUL JOB."

makes it possible for you to have multiple resumes
targeted to different audi ences.

'" Resume Expert m akes updates easy s ince information is retained

'We couldn't be prouder. As soon as
Jennifer enrolled. she went to UPS and
got a part·time job. Now she makes
almost $10,000 a year working about
4 hours a day. She found out that UPS
employees are eligible for educational
loans up to $25,000 a year! Jennifer is
learning how to take care of herself.
"U PS takes good care of her, too.
They let her choose when she wanted
to work-mornings, afternoons, or
nights-whatever was best for her class
schedule. They give her health bene.
fits, paid vacations and holidays.
They gave her a job in Operationswhich she loves. Now she has the con·
fidence to do anything.
'What really made us happy was
when'she told us about a major univer·
sity study that showed that students who
work 15 to 20 hours a week make better
grades. And looking at our daughter's
grades-it must be true."

on your personal disk.

Get your career off the ground!
Register with Career Placement Services
and get your copy of Resume Expert.

comfort
shoe store

Career Placement Services

1137 VILLAGE SQUARE
1.270 at lindbergh
Hazelwood, rotO 63042

308 Woods HaU
553·5111

.•. 3

We ?&Y1S-.5 ! ?,,"houf.104. Wft

dill=aia1,.tR- plidpa:'On&.

* Resu11U! Expert

,g

Alaska Summer Employmentfisheries.Earn $5,()()()+/month. Free
transportation! Room & board! Over
8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or female. Get the early
start that is necessary. For employment program call Student EmploymentServices at 1-206-545-4155 exL
81.

PROCESSORS

t'tidat-Ce.·joblninic.ailpnM&:..t. ScmeoYCrtimciJro:::quirt:d.

NEED EXTRA INCOME
1111"

1990 Honda Accord Coupe LX- 5
speed. Alloy wheels, spoiler, bra,
22,500 miles -100,000 mile warranty. Zero deductable.427-4088.
1972 Pontiac Grand Prix 400 c.i.
engine 400 turbo transmission,
power steering, power brakes,
power windows, air, alarm, Sony
stereo, recent interior, exhaust, and
transmission . Many extras must
sell to pay UMSL. $1500 or best
offer. Call 846,4978.

Impeccable
work
on
Wordprocessor papers, thesis, dissertations-footnotes, tables of contents - call862-8791.

In TDuch With YDur Future

731·1530

I 'm He r e
When You Need Me
~=========::~"

.

Openings exist at the UPS
Earth City building and the
Jefferson Ave .. building (at Highway
40). For more Information, or to
apply for an interview, call
553-5317 or visit 346 Woods Hall
(S.T.E.P. office). We are an equal
opportunity employer.

CIRRUS.

T he AutoDlatic Teller
Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the facitity in University Center or call us at 383·
5555. If you have your account at another bank, your ATM card can be used atthe machine in Unlver'
sity Center if it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbot on It.

I

7151 NATURAL BRIDGE

ST. LOUIS, MO 63121
383-5555

Member FDIC'

*

I

~

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO "'ORK FOR US.

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION
.
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-
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All Hllrt By Budget Cuts
Friday's ax of $1 million was something UM-St. Louis
Chancellor Blanche Touhil1 did not want to deliver.
But reality has struck. UM-St. Louis was asked from University of Missouri President-Designee George Russell to meet
with campus managers in one week to trim an already thin budget.
You can criticize the shortage of time to cut the budget, but give
credit to Touhill and all campus. employees that went to the
meetings last week.
During that time, department heads were asked to find ways
to make budget cuts. Staff members were vocal, saying layoffs
are the last thing to think of. Everyone had a say in what may
happen. This is the first time staff and faculty told administrators
how they really felt.
The cut, however, translates to a one-year fiscal crisis. What
detennines the real future of Missouri is what you do on Nov: 5.
On that day, voters will be asked to make a decision that will affect
every child's future. Saying Yes to Proposition B- a $385 million
education tax package- may not be the solution, but it is a very
large step in securing our children's future.
The next few weeks will have every educator in Missouri on
a ledge. Education officials don't like budget cuts. Students, staff
and faculty hate them to. Everyone is hurt, from pre-schoolers to
college students.
But the way to ease some pain is to understand that we are all ·
in the same boat. If Proposition B doesn't pass, we are cutting our
'" throats. If it passes, we may need to borrow the famous passage
when man stepped on the moon.

Five Months, Two Hours:
No Organization In SGA
Something must be done.
Organization is a key word in this situation, which is to
say the least, a disaster.
Last Wednesday's Student Government Association
meeting lasted for two hours. What was accomplished? The
re-election of the organization's secretary, parliamentarian,
treasurer and chair. Although the positions had been filled at
the prior meeting, it was discovered that the parliamentarian
was not an offici:ll SGA representative. Therefore, the officers
had to be re-elected. Does anyone know what is going on?
When it takes 45 minutes to discuss what the job of the
treasurer should be, and not coming up with a solution, something is wrong.
Maybe that something is SGA President Mark Grimes.
The assembly members have called for an agenda, over
and over. No agenda has been given. If Grimes could even
present a piece of paper with writing on it- something- anything- the assembly could at least see some sort of progress.
Grimesand Schwetz have been in office for almost five
months. An agenda should have been a number one priority.
Grimes wants a Black Studies Program on campus; a much
needed program. However, there are other issues that should
have been addressed earlier, and that should be dealt with now.
The ball is not rolling and someone needs to give it pushor at least fmd it.
':--
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It is also apparent that Mr. Gamaoce
has notJ>een paying attention to the
media reports of how thousands of
people die each year from second
hand smoke. Is Mr. Gamance proud
of the fact that he contributes to this
figure each year? I should hope not
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aerobics classes held in the Mark
Twain Building. I will begin with a
slight background regarding these
classes, and then address the issue
which I see as questionable.
While enrolling in past aerobics
classes, it would be necessary to pay
one set amount (varying between
summer or fall and winter semesters)
and we were allowed to take day or
night classes, which fit into one's
schedule on a specific week. This
semester, we are being charged an
equal amount, but restricted to only
three classes a week, even though the
classes are being taught nine times a
week.
Because aerobics is considered
a predominantly female form of exercise and because the Mark Twain
building is a predominately male en-

I am full-time business student,

ph6to¥.itor

"

I am writing to you because I
see an unfair policy in regard to the

Dear editor:

.

·:~l~~.~C! :.;.

being treated like a second-hand citizen. To my knowledge, there is no
allowance in the constitution to pollute a work place with cigarette

smoke.
And one more thing, Mr. Gamance
was concerned with contracting
pneumonia this winter. What he
should really worry about is what he
is doing to his lungs on a daily basis .
But, then again, that's his problem
isn't it?
I think I speak for a lot of the nonsmokers on this campus when I say,
·'Mr. Gamance, can it!"

Andrea D, Ellerman

New 'Shuttle Service
Pleases One Passenger
Dear ~ditor.
I suggest that yom article on the
shuttle (ClUTe11l , lO{7!9 1) nllssed the
point The campus shuttle is still a
relatively new service. Part of the
problem seems to be not enough
vans on the road at peak hours. UMSt Louis is an underfunded campus
and cannot afford more than four
vans it runs already. What students
don't realize, and the ClUTe11l failed
to point out, is that this campus is
currently undergoing severe budget
cuts. Services like the shuttle might
be discontinued for lack of funds,
especially if the administration gets
the impression the shuttle isn't
working.

We are dam lucky to have the
shuttle at all. The shuttle might not
even be permanent (when you're
speaking of budgets what is permanent,anyway?). I use the shuttle.
a lot and sometimes I have to wait
100 long. Sometimes, I give up and
walk instead. It's not that long a
walk from one campus to the other,
even in the winter when it snows.
I am glad the shuttle is there,
though, so I don't have to walk all
the time. Thanks to the drivers,
who keep it running, and thanks to
the administration for keeping the
drivers.

Ted Ficklen

Lift Aerobics From Student Activity Fees

. ::-

. NlfPIe ¥~Dk~ '
.

Mr. GlUTlllOCe also claims he is

vironment, I feel that this type of
exercise is being treated differently
than other forms of exercise available. There is no charge to use the
weight room, the racquetball courts
or the basketball courts (all of which
are used more by men than women).
They also do not restrict the amount
of times the facilities can be used by
anyone individual. I feel aerobics, in
general, is not considered a serious
form of exercise because it does not
traditionally appeal to men, and that
is the motivation behind the lack of
funding by UM-SL Louis for aerobics
classes.
It is my belief that aerobics
classes should be flexible enough to
fit into anyone's schedule and should
be free of charge, just as the weight
rooms, the pool or any other facility
are. I would like to know the reasoning behind it because I want to get a
male- oriented system to recognize
the views of women.

Four Hours For C-8ase
Is A Waste Of Ti me
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I am writing this lettex this lettex in
reference in the Oct 7 edition of the
Current from Mr. Mark Gamance.
He had wrote in to complain of the nosmoking policy on campus. I, for one,
am sick and tired of the smokers on
this campus, belly-aching about this
new policy. It has been in effect since

. .

' , ' - ;' "
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"

Dear editor:

Dear editor.
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Smokers: Your Smoke
Does Kill Non-Smokers

working a pan-time job. I have little
to no tirrie to satisfy basic human
needs such as eating and sleeping, to
maintain some sort of communication with my family and to generally
interact with society.
The University of Missouri Board
of Curators wants me to take a fom:'
hour exam so they can determine what
kind of job their teachers are doing.
I am in my second semester here

and, prior to this, I have had two
classes at UM-St. Louis. In my case
this test is going to evaluate how well
I was taught at Meramec!
This test may be reliable, but
how credible are the results going to
be? Are the results really going to
reflect the degree in the University of
Missouri system?
I cannot speak for anyone else,
but four hours is very important to
me as a full-time student.
Denise Yost Steuber

I have put together a petition
which I intend to forward to Chuck
Smith, director of athletics, and L.
Sandy MacLean, vice chancellor of
student affairs and the Mark Twain
Recreational Facilities Advisory
Committee to enlist their help in
changing this unjust policy.
I would also be very interested
in what percentage of the funding for
the Mark Twain Building is paid by
female students and what percent is
paid by male students through their

student activity fees. I am also curi- .
ous of what ratio is of women to men
using the various fonns of exercise
available. I believe the two facts will
probably show that females pay for
much more 'than they use .
Tnis could be remeilied by making aerobics class morc accessible
and by nol forcing payment above
and beyond the student activity fees.

Marilyn Brown

Office of Computing

Koo l Boy M Isn't Really That Cool
Dear editor :
It is a blessing and a curse that
my eyes greedily read everything that
falls into my hands, and the "Kool
Your Head" column (Current, lO{7/
91) happened to be in front of me
today .
Dear King Boy M, you speak of
Mu, your primal GodofChaos. Re(or
she) should have told you that Leif
Erikson is the Son of Erik the Red, a
famous Viking of the Middle Ages.
Did you skip seventh grade social
studies when they explained that Co-

lurnbus was not the first to land on
North America? Good old Leif was
here before him, and I doubt that he
was bop-bopping bare·chested and
crooning disco hits. Ah, yes, you
must have meant Leif Garret. You
know. counterpart of Shaun Cassidy
and that bunch.
My shame over knowing that
fact is overshadowed only by the
shame of actually reading this silly
column!
MuMu.

Elizabeth Oaks

L'ETTERSPOLICY . ..
. Tt:II~CtJrrentwelcom:es let1etstoth$~itoronsubjeds 6finierestto '.
j tsreadElrs,Shortletters .a remostlikelytobechosenforpublicationi bUt .
the use of any material is at the discre~ion ~otthe&djtor. . ..' ." ....
·. Editing may~ne~Ssq.r.yf6rsPaceandclarityto avoid.obscenity i
1i~1 orinva$ionof privac.y,butideaswiU notbe altered. "
. .., ." . . ..
< Upqn request; editorswiUUseinitiaJs only ( put only rarely .and for .
90mpeIHng reasons ; A signed letter carries more weight with readers.
Letters d9 not necessarily reflect the 'opinions of this newspaper.
'. <All letters .must bear the handwritten . !)tgnature .()fthe writer and
include address, student identification number and pho~ number for
,verification purposes(address, student identification numbar and phone
numbe(wHI ~Qt bepiinted). · ..
.
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POLICE BEAT
. 10..3-91 A staff member' reThe following criminalincj.i
dents were reported to campus pOrted a tail lightlens stolenftom
police during the period.Oct. 3- his autOmobile while. the vehicle
Oet. 9, 1991. If you have any was parked on the third level in
.infOrmation that cOuld assist the PaJking· Garage "H." The theft
police investigatiOn. please call occurred between 8 a.m. and 3
553-5155. This information is p;m.
provided by campus police asa
public service to promOte aware- .
10-4-91 (Delayed report from
ness. Remember: crime preven- .· 9-30-91.)Between9a.m.and9:45
tiOn ~. a community effort.
. a.m., a student's purse was sroJen
. from Room 215 oflhe Social Sci10-3-91 A studentreported a encesBuiIding. The student forradar detector taken from his got the purse wheit leaving the
jmkedautomobilebetween 9a.m. classroom and, upon her retUrn,
and 1:30 p:m. The aUf{)mobile the purse was missing.
was parlred OIl the third level in
10-8-91 A student reported a
Parking Garnge ''N.''
purse stolen from a work counter
10-3-91 A VisitOr's auto was in .Room 312 in the Research
stolen from Parlcing Lot "B" be- Building. She lefttheporse unat. tween 11:30 am. .Thursday and tended while she left the room
. 10 a.m. Friday. The owner lost from noon to 1:30 p.m.
his car keys on campus pri(X' to
the auto being stolen.

AIDS Memorial Quilt Is
Coming To St . Louis
The AIDS Memorial Quilt is
coming 10 St. Louis Octl8-20 at
Forest Park Community College,5600

OCTOBER \8-201991

'iTl OUIS ( Ot'..'M JIT'T ( OllEGCd FtW
l!: 5T PAR

Oakland.

The AIDS quilt was started in
1987 in San Francisco by CleveJ ones
who made a panel the size of his
friend' s grave who had died from
AIDS. Soon friends and families of
other people who died began adding
names and panels to the quilt
The ftrst national display of the
quilt was in Washington D.C. during
the Lesbian and Gay March. This will
be the second time the quilt has been
in StLouis. There are now more than
14,000 panels representing the entire
United States and 26 countries.

October 14 , 1991
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Volunteers are need for various
tasks such as helping 10 make panels,

transporting materials and people, and
emotional support. For more information or to volunteer, call 772-9868
or 553-6709. To make a panel for a
loved one who has died of AIDS, call
879-8115.

Fees from page 1
toward the purchase of software for close to enabling a student a to purdifferent courses for different depart-chase a personal computer, software,
ments. Siegel said several depart- and a printer.
ments rely on the fee for various soft"In other words, what this fee
ware needs, but the key element in does is pool together money to give
purchasing software is it must clearly the student something he or she on his
show an instructional pwpose.
or her own might not be able to af"In other words, we can't pur- ford," he said:
chase software just because a profesPresently, there' are open Apple
sor likes it and can rearrange a course Macintosh labs available for student
use in the Thomas Jefferson Library
around it," he said.
Siegel also explained that since and the Social Sciences Business
students make up a good portion of Building. IBM personal computers
the tulOring services, a "significant can be found in Clark: Hall and in
portion" of the computer fee goes . Lucas Hall.
Siegel added there are future plans
right back into the students' pockets.
"I would like to think that now a for open labs coming in the Science
few more students have an opportu- Complex and South Campus.
''This is the way itis today," Siegel
nityto work in these labs and get more
'hands-on' experience . than they said. "Students need some computwould receive elsewhere."
ingbackground,andtheopenlabsare
Siegel also said that if the average there for them.
student paid $100 per year in comThe open labs are available to
puter fees, the total amount at the end both students and alumni of UM-St.
of four years would not even come Louis.

Support Group
Will Continue
RAP Sessions

Airport from page 1

The RAP-AROUND meeting,
held Oct 7 forretuming swdents, was
a big success, and plans for future
meetings are underway, according to
Gloria Lubowitz, coordinat(X' of the
RAP-AROUND.
''We had 26 very enthusiastic students," Lubowitz said. "Most were 35
years old and up. We felt their needs
were special and that it was a good

way for them 10 meet other returning
students."
Lubowitz said the goal of the
group is for students to meet and give
each other support
''We will discuss a different topic
at each meeting such as time management, anxiety and financial aid,.. she
said.
The group, headed by Lubowitz
and Merrille Hessler, a graduate student, will meet every other Monday
and Thursday in theSumrnitLounge.
The next meeting is Monday, Oct. 21,
in Room 75 in the J .C. Penney
building. For more infonnation, call

CUTS, from page

1

"Register early," Sage added.
"There will be a sub-shortage of

Chancellor Blanche
Touhill, who was introduced
to the issues about two weeks
ago, thanked Schwartz and
Ronen for their work and
said the University is going
to look into the issues as well
as ask the FAA to make a
study.
''From an administrator's
point of view, we don't want
to say we are for or against
the expansion of Lambert
Airport." she said. "We want
10 study how it is going to
affect the campus."
The Senate also requests
that the university administration begin its own study
of how the airport expansion
will affect the campus
physically and psychologically. Touhill said she will
consult Larry Schlereth, vice
chancellorforadnIhllstrative
services, for advice on how
to handle the study and what
approaches to take.

classes."
Arts and Sciences also faces a

reduction in teaching assistants and
the student retention program. Faculty members will also face cutbacks
in travel.
Travel cutbacks will also be felt in
the Schools of Business, Education,
Optometry and the Center for Meuopolitan Studies.
At a Staff Association meeting
last Wednesday, several staff membel's were concerned about their future at UM-St Louis.
One unidentified staff member
angrily told Touhill he would rather

SCHOOLS, from page 1
that campus. The school faces a $1.7
~on budget cut The main lIbrary,

NIChlos Library, will not be open on
Sundays, and will only be available to
students for only five hours on Saturdays.
In addition, AudioNisual and
Conservatory equipment will oot be

553-5711.

fixed.

CORRECTION

Horizons from page 1
or available at Horizons, 553-5730.
Horizons has been in existence
for many years and will continue its
role to offer students a place to go and
talk to .peers trained in the helping
profeSSIon, as well as offer career
resources. In the past month, more
than 150 swdents were assisted in the
Horizons careez resource center.
Horizons staff members are
available Monday and Thursday, 10
a.m.-7 p.m.; Tuesday and Wednesday, 10 a.m.-8 p.m.; and Friday 10
a.m.-5 p.m ..

Russell also said while there will
be no layoffs, the university is cutting

back on teaching assistants.
On Thursday, University of Missouri-Rolla Interim Chancellor John
T. Park announced a $1 million cutback. At press time, no specific figures for departmental cuts ~ were
available.
The total budget cuts for the UniVersity of Missouri System is $8.7
million.

In the Oct. 7 editior. of the

. UM-St. Louis' 1991 Budget Woes

ClUTtlll, Rivamen soccer player

Doug Wiese was incorrectly identified as scaing the game winIDng
goal against Gannon University.
1be goal was credited to Rivermen
Brian KendleI'.
Weise assisted on the goal in
the 1~ victory Oct 6.
Also in the Oct 7 edition of the
CJI1TtIll, Tracy McMurty. a junior,
and Leslie Bennett, a sopboolore.
quotes were accidently switched in
the "What's the most embarrassing
situalioo you've ever been in?"

oJu.n.e. Gov. John Ashcroft asks state agencies to withold $150
~llIlon due to shortfall in state revenue. UM-St L . 1
SIX percent.
. OUIS oses
oSeptember. A j~dge in Western Missouri orders $71 million
from state ~ervlces to fund ~ ~ansas City School Desegregation
p~ram. Stat~ appe~ls d~CISlo.n: $18 million may come out of
higher education. University offiCials anticipate a $1 million loss.
oOcto be r. UM President-Designee George Russell tells
Cha~cellor ~Ianche Touhill to slash three percent from UM-St
LoUIS. Touhlll says the university could face another
.
three percent budget cut in January.

INTO NEXT WEEK. ..

Discover Kinko's, where
a good Mac is easy to find.

Next week, The Current will take a look at
the recent budget cuts and how they effect the University, its faculty and staff
and its students.
'

If trying to find a computer

wh,n you need on, is putting a
drag on your plans for a class
project, come into Rinko·s . You
can work on a Mac

Stay tuned.

AM I PREGNANT?.
.

FIND OUT FOR SURE.

1\

FREE Pregnancy Testing
• Immediate results
• Completely confidential
o Call or walk in

227-5111
510 Baxter Rd.
(Ballwin)

24- Hour Phone Service

.

~,

•

I
I

C

hour of self-service Macintosh"' computer time plus one free
8 1 /2 x 11 " laser print. One coupon per custo~er. Not valid
with other alTers. alTer good through 11/1 / 91 .

lIinl~D.S@
ft

Open 7 Days

IU

524-7549

8434 Flonisant Rd.
(3 blocks from campus)

the copy center
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RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

A Toast to K WMUJ

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
. . IS IN CLASS.
.
Photo: Marilyn Zimmerman

Patricia
showne
toastIng th new Iook of the station
h R general manager of KWMU (left),
Ith MitWente,
:lanchecTOUha,m,1 seur~ VS'tceLPre,sldent of Representation of National Public Radio (center) and
J
m- • OU s chancellor (right).
'

KWMU (90.7 PM) hosted an open house Thursday, October 10, 10 celebrate its recent renovation of
offices and studios.
Blanche Touhill, UM-St Louis chancellor, was

,
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Free Hour Macintosh Rental.
: . p~us 1 Free Laser Print
•
• Bnng this coupon into the Kinko's listed and receive one free I
I

3347 N. HWY 67
(Florissant)

~

I

•

725-3150

I I

right In our store!
~
Your ideas, our
fO~
~
Macs, and now
~ ~ ~,. ~ ~
this special
~
______________ b
offer.. .

~

o

950 Francis PI.
(St. Lollis)

see programs like the Monday Noon
Series and the shuttle buses canceled,
instead of facing a paycut or a layoff.
"1 have two kids to feed. n he said.
Former Staff Cmmcil President
Mushira Haddad said the some administrators divide faculty and staff
into the "touchables and the untouchables."
Haddad is concerned about what
UM-St. Louis can do to staff members if layoffs are necessary.
"It's one group against another.
They pick on the weakest group
(staff)," she said. "It gives us the
impression that we aren't important
Without the staff, how could the university nm?"

on hand 10 offic~ally cut the ribbon during a ceremony.
The renovatIon, which was accomplished over the
summer, is the first for the station has gotten a face lift
since it began 19 years ago.

~xcltement and adventure is the course description. and A:my ROTC is the name. It·s the one college elective that builds your self-confidence
develops your leadership potential and helps ou'
take on the challenges of command.
Y
~ere's no obligation until your junior ear so
there s no reason not to try it out right no.!. '

~
~

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
toURSE YOU CAN rUE.

Captain Mark So Spindler

Ca 11553-517 Fl

I
•

:
I
I
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Parking 101: Future T.V:s N e w Superhe roes in

~-St. Lo~~cum~~2 Search of ·· ew Competition
Current Features reporter

yet somehow the number of spots

and the number of green stickers

Have you heard the latest?
There is a juicy little rumor circulating around campus about a new
class being offered for the winter
semester ... Intro. to Parking 10 1.
Although no official word on
such a magnanimous opportunity
has reached the ears of 1W. Current
reporter, the UM-St Louis parking
situation does warrant some administrative action.
The first item of business in
such a class (a guaranteed full house
for SSB Room 126) would be to
explain the unexplainable. The
parking professor could solve for
the class the campus enigma ... why
is it that although UM-St Louis
administration never oversells
parking stickers, every lot and garage is filled with green stickered
cars - and so are the hillsides and
sidewalks? Studentmathematicians

never seem to come out equall
Furthermore, imagine the spark:
of enlightenment in our college
students' eyes as Professor
Parkmeister explains the elaborate
process involved in choosing the
specific color shade for the
semester's parking stickerI Perhaps a guest speaker would be appropriate. The class could meet
those "behind the scenes" people
who dictate the latest trends in auto
adhesives.
Also of interest to the
unquenchable artistic side of college students would be Professor
Parkmeister's presentation of the
various methods of arranging the
stickers on the rear window of the
automobile. Auto fashion experts
could display' diagrams of patterns

.see PARKING, page 6

nke

THE LAYERED LOOK: For students who want to make a
statement.

What Happiness is
to a College Student
shades of grey

Jocelyn Ar1edge
columnist .
Happiness is sitting outside on a
sunny autumn day at one of those
round concrete tables with a good
friend and a full tray of Taco BelL
Okay this may not be everyone's
dream but it is part of mine. Have you
ever noticed how college students
view the world in a different light
than everyone else? No? Then step
back from yourselves a minute and
take a look at the unique breed of
humans you belong to.
College students take life differently. Therefore happiness is relative.
Sure we are all headed towards that
grown-up, out in therea1 world,having
areal job, IIOt living with yom parents
type of happiness, but for the time
being happiness is much simpler than
that The yuppie down the street says
happiness is a brand new Volvo station wagon; I say happiness is two
more hours of sleep. Okay I'd settle
for just five more minutes, but if I'm
wishing I may as well wish right
Right?
It is so much easier to get excited
about the liitle things in life when
you're in college. This is probably so
because all a college student can afford are the little things in life. Being
po<r is a given but if we weren't
would we be able to quote off the top
of our heads the maximum amOWlt of
food that one could buy at Taco Bell
for under three dollars? (five tacos or
seven of any of the fiesta items and
other combinations.)
Happiness is being asked on a
date. You don't have to actually go, it
is just the principle of being asked. If
they can find the time to go college
students don't count on a night at
Tony's with dancing after. (see above
reference about Taco Bell for harsh
reality.)
The thing about college is we are
at the perfect age. We get to act stupid, see fraternity brothers paint
someone's behind blue, pile 57 people
in a convertible and then drive through
Taco Bell and order 55 cups of water,

one taco and a side order of pickles;
just because. Our only explanation is
because we are in college. The quirk
is that people will accept that explanation. The flip side is that we are
actually considered adults who could
contribute to the world in some way
besides creating a way to study and
sleep at the same time. See-we get
the best of both. We get to be kids or
adults according to our whims. We
have more freedom but still get to fall
back on our peers or parents when
we're in trouble.
The reason college people have
perfected the life of good times and
spontaneous wildness is because we
have figured out that these are the best
days of our lives. When we were in
high school people told us those were
the best days of our life. They probably were, but we didn't know it
College is a continuation of "the best
days of our life", the big difference is
that now we know these are the best
days of our life. Too deep for you? Let
me try to make it simpler.
A pig is in a mud hole and thinks
it is disgusting until another pig comes
along and tells him how much fun
mud is and they squish around happily ever after. Okay, so I'm not so
good with analogies but you get the
point Besides I like pigs.
I guess one of the great things
about college is we get to be whoever
we want and don't have to come up
with any excuses. For example, today
I am wearing green shorts that used to
be sweat pants, a black and white
polka dotted shirt, a red sweater, white
socks and black shoes. I wouldn't be
caught dead in this atrocity in a normal situation but at college it just
means you slept late. or in my case it
was the only thing clean lying on my
floor. I know it was clean just because
I know. (Men have the sniff test ...
women-they just know).
Anyway, go out today aftercIasses
and do something wild, stupid or fun.
If you have to work, wait until your
day off. Since I have nothing better to
do with my time I think I'll just go to
Taco Bell. Hats off to Channin, Victor, and Stacey for making my stay at
Taco Bell more than an enjoyable
afternoon, but an experience in human life itself. For the rest of you
enjoy yourselves ...These are the best
days of yom life.

Jocelyn Arledge
of the Current Staff
It's the newest hit in syndicated
television. It's where normal everyday
people get to compete in an arena
fllied with challenging games and obstacles. The catch is that during the
whole sporting event, huge, mUSCle
bound men and women who call
themselves Nitro, Gemini, Gold,Zap,
Laser, Blaze, Thunder, Ice, Malibu
and Diamond, get to chase after you
with the intent of capture and destroy.
This combination of Hollywood
glamour and athletic excitement is
The American Gladiators. And the
Gladiators have packed ilpand headed
the bus for SL Louis.
The tour will be looking for St
Louis' best, to enter in head-to-head
competition with Nitro and the gang.
This ~s for real, so if you think you can
defeat a gladiator and you are 18 or
older, head down to the Arena on
Thursday and give it a shot The tryouts will begin at 5:00 p.m. and will
consist of a physical fitness test which
entails sit-ups, push-ups and 40 yard
dashes. Thecontestants may also have
to play one of the gladiator games
called Powerball. Application forms
for the tryouts are available at all
participating 7-Eleven outlets, and at
the Arena
American Gladiators haven't
given anyone much training time, so
start pumping the iron. If you make it
through the tryouts, it's on to battle it
out with America's favorite Gladiators on November 17, in a two-hour
program with power-packed events.
Eight male and eight female contenders will be eligible to become fuialists
and to compete in The American
Gladiators National Finals in Atlantic
City for over $50,000 in cash and
prizes.
Wonderlngjust who these gladiators are? Maybe they aren't as tough
as they look on television. Don't bet
on it Most of the Gladiators have
been athletes from the word go. The
collective weight of the male gladiators is 1,250 pounds, the lightest being 220. Several of the male Gladiators have played football, and Gemini
and Thunder have also studied martial arts among other sports. All but
one of the men have been involved in
television commercials, and some
have been on TV series and movies.
Malibu has guest-starred in shows

including, "In living Color", and
"Married ... with Children", and has
starred in motion pictures including
"Predator" and ''The Killing Zone".
Only two of the male Gladiators,
Thunder and Malibu, are single.
However, Thunder is engaged to be
married later this year.
The women add up to a collective
weight of 740 pounds of body building power. Every one of the female
Gladiators have won body building
competitions with some of them being very prestigious. Gold is one of
the top professional bodybuilders in
the world. She won the 1991 Amold
Schwarzenegger Classic, the 1991
Grand Prix, the 1989 Ms. International Cassic and finished fourth in

the 1988 Ms. Olympic contest. Most Breakthrough and Conquer,
of the the Gladiators are working into Powerball, The Wall (a climbing
an acting career. Some of the women event) and others. The events take
have already started. Zap has acted in skill of both the contender and the
some small fIlm roles, playing an Gladiator. Assault is just what it
arm-twisting seductress in "Skin sounds like. A Gladiator is located on
Deep" and Diamond and Ice have a platform at one end of a large playbeen in commercials and television ing area, armed with a tennis ball
shows. All the female Gladiators con- server, ready to fire a total of25 tennis
tinue to be very athletic outside their balls. The contender starts at the opdays on the set. Blaze is currently posite end of the playing area and has
working toward the 1992 Olympic 60 seconds in which to hit a target
squad in the javelin and has practice above the Gladiator by using weapons
throws that near 200 feet She will be located at each of five safe zones. The
competing in the U.S. Olympic Festi- . contender receives points if he or she
val '91 in Los Angeles this summer. hits the target before being hit with a
Once a contender makes it to tennis ball or runs out of time.
If a contender gets through these
compete against these gladiators, they
must go through events like the Joust,
see Gladiators, page 6

Photo: John Abeyta

''Fisher King'Has Real Substance,A Must See
by Brad Touchette
movie critic
A new Robin Williams movie?
It's a scary proposition. Willitbecome
another classic like "Good Morning
Viemam" and "Dead Poet's Society"?
Or will it be another dismal blah like
"Cadillac Man"? Fortunately, the
former is closer to the truth.
"The Fisher King" is a movie of
real substance. Robin Williams and
Jeff Bridges team up in this new film
a..'ld their chemistry is instantaneous.

Bridges plays Jack Lucas, New
York's hottest shock DJ. During a
show one day, one of his regular callers gets on the air with him and starts
talking about a girl he had met the
evening before at a local yuppie bar . .
Jack seizes the opportunity and strikes
a blow for all the yuppie-hating fans
he has. He degrades them and tells the
caller that all of them are out to crush
everyone in their rise to weal tho Little
does he know that the caller takes him
seriously enough to return to the club
that nightwith a rifle and wastes about

eight of them before killing himself.
Three years pass and Jack is distraught and crushed. His possible TV
show was swiped from him due to the
incident and it has become a complete
success and he's living on top of a
video rental store with the owner,
Anne (played by Mercedes Ruehl).
Being nearly impoverished and
haunted by the catch phrase of his TV
show, Jack tries to end it all.
Before he can makeitto the bridge,
he gets beat up by some street punks.
Enter Parry, a street bum anned with

Parry (Robin Williams), a former professor of medieval history, and Jack Lucas (Jeff Bridges), a penniless, prospect less OJ, meet on the streets of downtown New York.

a bow and suction cup arrows who
saves Jack from the beating. Parry
(played by Williams) thinks he's a
knight in search of the Holy Grail.
Jack later learns that Parry used to be
an English professor at a local college, but became dysfunctional after
his wife was killed in the night club
slaughter. Jack's guilt keeps him near,
but it's Parry 's simple innocence that
eventual:y fascinates Jack.
From here the movie is all Williams'. Once again, he gets to improvise and nm amok in this film. This
is what makes a Williams' film special. The comedy is great Bridges
and Williams seem like they've been
a comedy team for years, and strong
performances from Ruehl and
Amanda Plummer (who plays Parry's
new love interest) ice the cake with
an and precision
This is Bridges fmest performance. It is far above his work: in
"The Fabulous Baker Boys" and
shows his talent better than "Against
All Odds" and "Starman" did.
Bridges may finally be coming into
the stardom he deserves.
What more can I say about Williams? Another great perfonnance in
a fLlm that is more along the lines of
"Dead Poet's Society" than anything
else he's done, but it's not as deep.
This is sure to be director Terry
Gilliam's biggest hit Gilliam (of
Monty Python fame) shows a creative
level that is hard to find in today's
high-budget, low-intelligence films.
This mm is a defmite must-see.
TnoroughJy enjoyable. Four and a
half stars out of five.

~***i
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P~RKING from page 5
of sticker arrangements. For
example, consider the "layered
look" for those students who
prefer to overlap stickers from
semester to semester, leaving
a rainbow of parking stickers
to brighten up St. Louis highways and byways. Or perhaps
the "modern art persuasion,"
in which a variety of stickers
appears to be randomly
slapped anywhere on the back
window - when, in reality,
there lies a deep, hidden significance in the pattern. And
let us never forget the everpopular "conscientious-conservative perspective," in
Which only one sticker (preferably, the appropriately-colored one) per semester sits
perfectly level on the rear window.
And just when the class
would be ready to think the
class was an easy "A," the good
professor could switch the
topic of discussion to a more
serious and controversial topic
- parking lot etiquette. This,
naturally, would include the

moral evils of double parking,
taking up two spaces with one
car, and parking in the land of
no yellow lines.
To further interest his captive audience, the knowledgeable professor may choose to
include: tips for parking on
hilly terrain (a recent trend in
UM-St. Louis parking), the
origin of the term "parking
lots" (somewhere back in the
Stone Age when there were
more parking spots than there
were cars to fill them), and. for
the career-minded individual,
a look at those parking "supervisors" who have mastered the
art of creative parking and are
always coming up with new
and different places for UMSt. Louis students to park. (Of
course, the basic techniques of
their rhythmic, sweeping hand
Signals would be included in
such a lecture.)
So. if that juicy little rumor
turns out to be a gem of inside
information, sign up early for
Intro. to Parking 101. There
are a limited number of spaces
available, and only the early
birds will get a spot!

1. You Jus t Don 't Undersumd, by Deborah Tannen. !Ballantine.
$1 0 00.) How men and women can understand Bach other better.

- 2.

F';;'; Past Midnight, by Stephen King. {Signet, $6.99·1

Late·night 11000;

~Ied

_

roOlTO' and lerror.

- 3. What Color is Your Parachute?, by RichardNe!son Bolles.
(Ten Speed Pcess. $11.95·1C<ireer and lOb guide tOl" 1991.

4. Alii Really Need to Know I Lea rned in Kind&rgarten , by Robert
Fulghum. {Ivy, $5.95.1Uncommon tl1ough\s on common tnlng5.
7

The Joy Lucl<Club, by Amy Tan.llvy. $5.95..1Deslinies ot Chinese

immigrant women and their Chinese-Amencan daughters.
S. All I Need to

C.~ by SUsy Becker.
from a discem.ng cat.

Know I Lea rned From my

{Workman, $5.95.1 _

7. Seven Habits 0·' Highly Effective People, by Steven R. Covey.
{FIreSide, $9.95.1 Guide to per.;ooaIIuHiIlme
_nt
_~-:-_

8. The Education of Little Tree, by Forrest Garter. {Univ of .
New Mexico, $1 0.95.1 Growing up with !he Cherokee way 01 1<0,-

~ 9. TheF i;;;;Man In Rome, by ·cd';"" McCullough.

(A'IOI1. 55.95.) T"""ring saga 01a r~rl<_abIe era__

_

·,0. September, by Rosamunde Pllcher. {S t Mai!!~'s Prass,S599.1

~ g~p ~f ~uests fr~ ~Il ov~ ~~world meet In a ScoCtish ~._

_.-_ ......... . -...... 4,.--. ... __ ·....... ...-.. _ _ _ .... ...,.., ...........

New G Recommended
RabbH at Rest, by John Updike. {Fav.<:eU. $5.99·1
Rabbit explores the bleak lerrain 01 lat. miOOIe age, Iooi<ing
for reasons to lIVe.
_
The Ind;;'" Lawyer, by James Welch. (pengun. 58 95..{
A vivid evocation 01 the American WesJ. and a jlrO\o'OCafNalale
01 !he pamdoxes 01 .ss..rulation.
_ __

n,. Odyssey of Homer, ;;; ·Allen ~um, Transl..

new verse rransiabal realizes !he power
and bea':'Y 01 the ongnaI Greek verse.
__ _

(Bantam, $3.95.) This

Monday Oct. 14
ALCOHOL AWARENESS
WEEK BEGINS:
HORIWNS PRESENTS:
MEET US AT THE MOVIES!!
NOW SHOWING:
CLEAN & SOBER. MON. 11 am.

WED. 1 p.m. THU. 5 p.m.
BARFLY MON. 5p,m. WED. 3p.m.

SOCCER: 7 p.m., Mark Twain
Grounds. The Riverwomenwill piay
SlU Edwardsville. Call553-5121.

Friday Oct. 18
SOCCER: 7:30 p.m., Mark Twain
Grounds. The Rivennen will play
Northeast: Fri. Mo. State. Call 5535121. Dedication ceremony of the Don
Dallas Soccer Stadium to precede
game.

TIIU llam.
DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES

MON. lp.m. WED. 5p.m. TIW.
3p.m.
I'M DANCING AS FAST AS I
CAN MON. 3p.m, WED. 1Ia.m.

THU.lp.m.
MOVIES WILL BE SHOWN IN
THE SUMMIT LOUNGE.
For more info call 553-5730
COLLOQUIUM: 4 to 5 p.m., 409
Clark Hall. Professor Xiaolong Luo
to speak on "Coin Tossing and
Nonlinear P.D.E." Colloquium Tea
at 3:30 p.m., 527 Clark. Call 5535741 for more infonnation.
CONCERT: Noon to 1 p.m., 222
I.C. Penney Building, As part of
the Chancellor's Monday Noon Series, TIle University Singers ofUMSt. Louis, will perfonn in concert,
Call 553-5373.
LECTURE: Noon to 1 p,m .• 211
Clark Hall. "Battered Women Who
Kill." lolene Unnerstall, Educational Coordinator for the Women' s
Self-Help Center, will talk about
how domestic violence can lead to
murder. Call 553-5380.

Wednesday Oct. 16
LECTURE: Noon to 1 p.m" 211
Clark Hall. "Surviving Sexual
Trauma." Pat Heard. case manager
for the Sexual Trauma Unit for St.
Anthony's Hospital, will speak on
the dynamics of incest and sexual
abuse and its effects on 'women as
they strive to be fully functioning
adults. Call 553-5380.

Saturday Oct. 19
SOCCER: 2 p.m., Mark Twain
Grounds. The Riverwomen will play
Gannon University. Call553-5121.
SOCCER: 7:30 p.m., Mark Twain
Grounds, The Rivennen will play
Northern Kentucky. Call 553-5121.
GARAGE SALE: 8 a.m. to I p.m. at
Newman House. Call 385-3455

HAYRlDE: Sponsored By Newman
House. Call385-3455 for more information.

GLADIATORS from page S· thought Ferraro's ideas had
games and At1asphere and merit. but as a television seHang Tough competitions, ries, not a feature film.
they must end their day with
After acquiring the rights,
the Gladiators at The Elimina- Four Point approached varitor. Both contenders start si- ous studios, hoping to attract
multaneously on a treadmill, one which shared its enthusirunning against the grain up a asm for the project. Enter
nine foot incline. At the top, · Samuel Goldwyn Television.
each contender then crosses a
Four Point and Samuel
30-foot area by using a hand- Goldwyn Television worked
bike, cranking the pedals with together for more than a year
their arms, the contenders cross on development-creating
a 30-foot balance beam where personalities for the GladiaGladiators attempt to knock tors, refining the events and
them off by swinging heavy adding women to the program.
bags hanging from ropes at Through the development
them. The fourth step is to process, it was decided that
climb an 18-foot high cargo "American Gladiators" should
net which brings the contend- be produced as a weekly
ers up to a zip line that carries sporti ng event . Hence, the
the players across the entire show was created.
110 floor length of the playing
It is something new and exarea. Once off the pad, it's a citing for the age of health and
race to the finish line. The fitness in the nineties. If you
women have 90 seconds and would like to see St. Louis'
the men have 60 seconds . This · toughest compete, tickets for
ain't no day at the beach folks. the American Gladiators Live
The American Gladiators is Tour at The Arena on Novemthe first television show of its ber 17, will go on sale Thurskind. The conceptforthe show day, October 17, and can be
came a little over ten years ago purchased through the Arena
by two small-town boys form Box office and all Tickets Now
Erie.Penn. lohnnyFerrarohad outlets including all 12 St.
witnessed contests in Youngs- Louis Area Streetside Ipcatown, Ohio, which were tests tions, all Famous Barr Iocaof human physical strength. tions, Blue Note Sports Shops,
Muscle-bound steel workers The Westport Playhouse Box
would go head-to -head in such Office, The Gateway Center
events as the obstacle course. in Collinsville, Scott Airforce
pugH sticks. powerball and Base (Service Members Only)
bull-in-the-ring (which in- or by calling DIALTIX at 291eluded many contestants piled 7600.
into the center of a ring with
the last remaining at the end PUZZLE from page 8
winning.)
_
Ferraro liked the contests
so much. he and Dann Carr
began to stage spectator-supported events in the Youngstown area. The first contest was
held in a local high school gym.
That night, almost 5,000
people turned out to witness
what would later become the
new sports phenomenon of the
90's.
Three years ago, Ferraro
approached Four Point Entertainment with these sporting
contest as a movie synopsis.
Executives at the company

f?UZZLESOLUTION

Other Announcements
ARCH CELEBRATION Color
Photos by Tom Ebenhoh on display from Oct 10 to Nov. 19,362
SSB. Call 553-5666 for more infonnation.
SHADOW BALL'S It NIGHT
AT THE OPERA" to benefit the
Optometric Center.
The
Optometric Center provides eye
care to the community at a low or
no cost Event to be held Friday
Nov. 1, at the Sheldon Ballroom.
Contact Brenda Christensen at 5536722 for more infonnation.

Attention Campus
Organizations:
If you would like to have your
events published in the Current,
please send materialsto#l BMOB.
Place "Calendar" on the outside of
the envelope. Space is limIted, and
the Current reserves the right to
refuse publication. Materials must
be received no later than Tuesday
for publication in the following
week's issue.

Sunday Oct. 20

We Need YOU!

SOCCER: 2 p.m., Mark Twain
Grounds. The Riverwomen will play
Louisville .. Ca11553-5121.

The Current is looking
for a few good men,
and a few good
women. Well OK, we'll
take just about anybody. We need reporters, writers, copy editors. and just helpful
souls. Some positions
are paid, others are just
a cruel form of indentured servitude. Those
who are still interested
can call or stop by
what we like to call our
staff meeting (it
sounds more official
that way), on Mondays
at 1 :30, #1 SMOS.

Continuing Weekly
Events
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
Meetings Tuesday 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.,
201 Clark Hall. Sponsored by The
Women's Center. For more information call 553-5380.
STOP SMOKING CLINIC
Various times. Call the Office of Envirorunental Safety & Health. Call 5536053 for further information.
MASS SERVICES
Noon, Wednesdays and Thursdays,in
U-Center. Sponsored By Newman
House. Call 385-3455 for exact room
locations.
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Photo: Jocelyn Arledge

This street sign in a grass island
in a subdivision clearly states
"Positively No Signs In Center
Island", when obviously there is a
sign (this one!) prominently displayed in the island. Go figure!
If any students, faculty. or staff know of any wild, wacky
stuff, or have a picture of the aforementioned, let the
Current know! Call 553-5174.

GREY EAGLE DISTRIBUTORS
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
THE APPOINTMENT OF
JOHN O'BR IEN
AS OUR CONTEMPORARY ADULT
MARKETING COORDINATOR AT

UM-ST. LOUIS

•

CALL JOHN AT 838-1082
GREY EAGLE AND ANHEUSER-BUSCH ARE PROUD TO BE STRONG
SUPPORTERS OF UM-ST. LOUIS AND ITS STUDENT ACTIVITIES

•I
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Rivermen Shut-out
Four In A Row

Oct. 18 Field
Dedication
Scheduled

Wins Over Missouri Southern,
Lockhaven Put Record At 11-1-1

by

Chri~1lne

McGraw

sports editor

By Keith Hamilton

The official dedication ceremony
of the UM-St. Louis Soccer field, to
the late Don Dallas is scheduled for
The Rivermen gave head
Oct 18, when the Rivermen host
coach Tom Redmond/a trt'~~ by
Northeast Missouri State.
extending their st-"lOrit streak to
The University of Missouri
four games and their season total
Board
of Curators approved a
to eight, with three wins last week.
from UM-St Louis to
request
The Rivemen struggled to a
change the name of UM-St. Louis
scoreless tie with nationally ranked
Soccer Stadium to the Don Dallas
Oakland on Sunday to take the
Memorial
Soccer Field.
Central Region Classic title by
is being made in
The
change
goal differential.
honor
of
Dallas,
who passed away
UM-St. Louis goalkeeper
last
October
after
nearly 23 years as
Mark Dulle was credited with the
coach of the Rivermen.
shutout in the Oakland game.
Dallas won 236 games at UMUM-St. Louis forward Steve
St Louis and led the Rivermen to
Valle was voted the outstanding
the Division IT national championoffensive player in the tournament.
ship in 1973. In 1987 he was
. Valle had both goals in Saturday's
honored as the Division II national
2-0 win over Lockhaven, and had a
UM-St. Louis students are
coach
of the year.
GETIING ROUGH: Players Kevin Hennesy Photo: Dirk Fletcher
shot that deflected off of the
admitted to all home games at no
"(Don
Dallas is) one of our long
crossbar with ten minutes remaincost.
(right) and Tom Edgar engage in practice on the intramural field.
time and very very successful
coaches," said Athletic Director
Chuck Smith. "He had been so
successful and put in 23 years of
dedicated work to the university.
The coaching staff and athletic staff
thought it was very appropriate that
the field be named in his honor. . .we
got a lot of support to do that"
Former state senator, and
currently Sheriff of the City of St.
Louis, Jim Mmphy, former UM-St
Louis Rivermen soccer players and
members of the DaUas family will
all take part in the pre-game
ceremonies. 100-200 area youth
soccer players will also playa part in
the ceremony. Many representatives
attend Transfiguration School in
North St Louis, where Don and his
wife Eunice devoted many years to
the soccer program.
A scholarship fund in the honor
of Dallas was annoW1ced during the
pre-game sea.<;an dedication at the
Sept 7 game against Washington
University.
A promotion was kicked off by
the athletic department to encourage
donations. For a $2 donation,
supporters will be eligible for several
prizes. They include two round trip
air tickets (courtesy Coca-Cola and
Northwest Airlines); a luxury box
Photo: Nicole Menke
DON'T FALL: New comer Alicia Bushman (right) pushes the opponent out of her way.
for a 1992 Cardinal baseball game
(courtesy Grey Eagle distributors);
two tickets to the Missouri Athletic
club soccer banquet (courtesy Bill
Hebron); and a trip to Chicago for a
by Christopher Sans Soucl
Kelly DonahueandJ ulie Intagliataeach thing."
gion behind Barry, SIU-Edwardsville, 1992 Cards-Cubs weekend series
Current sports reporter
scored a goal and goalie Linda Allen
Coach Hudson has had to jockey and Quincy. Really, we've got to win (courtesy Cardinal Travel).
The UM-St Louis women's soccer posted her second shutout in a 2-0 his lineup around lately due to several all six games to have a shot to make the
Donations can be made during
team continued to overcome numerous
victory over Lewis. The win improved injuries, which have depleted the team 's play-off~. "
the game against Northeast Missouri
injuries and posted two shutouts over the the Riverwomen's record to 5-4-4.
bench. Still, Hudson believes his team
This week, the Riverwomen host Slate and winners will be annoW1ced
weekend. On Saturday,theRiverwomerl,
"I was very pleased with our play, has a chance to make the play-offs, SIU-Edwardsville on Wednesday at 7 during half-time.
ranked number 15 in the nation, OOttled especiall y the defense," said coach Ken though he admits chances are slim . .
p.m., Gannon University on Saturday
''This was an outstanding coach
Wisconsin-Green Bay to a sroreless tie Hudson. "Alicia Bushman played very
"We have six games left and at2 p.m., and Louisville on SW1day at and we have an outstanding team,
as goolie Chris Rutkahr collected her well as did Kelly Donahue. Overall, they're all at home. Currently we're 2p.m.
Let's fill the stands," Smith said.
third shutout of the season. Yesterday, we didn't allow [our opponents] any- ranked number four in the South Re"That would be a nice tribute."

associate sports editor

Cuts In
Athletic Dept.
Crop ncern
by Christine M. McGraw
sports editor
Just when the fall sports
teams were heating up, a cold ·
wind from the north (north
campus that is) ushered in news
Athletic Director Chuck Smith
didn't want to hear.
Dr. Lowe "Sandy" McClain,
vice chancellor for student
affairs, announced last Friday a
3 percent budget cut ($10,000) ,
is eminent in the athletic
department.
On top of the 3 percent cut,
Smith has recently learned that a
shortage of athletic fees puts
him even further under.
When the athletic department received the budget figure
last April, statistics indicated
that there would be more student
fees via high enrollment. The
enrollment is down 1.5 percent
which ~ves the athletic
departments with an $8,000 set
back.
With this nearly $18,000 cut
hanging over his head, how is he
going to handle it?
•All professional travel will
be sliced in half.
.
·There are potential payroll
cuts in intramurals, but no
layoffs are anticipated.
·Cuts in the equipment and
expense budget for
in tram urals.
·Position of a full-time
trainer will not be filled.
·Senior clerical position will
not be filled.
"That's how we'll come up
with that kind of money," Smith
said.
Fortunately, the Athletic
Department manages it's budget
well. It can produce income for
the department in other ways
besides the financially crunched
UM System.

"We will have to work
a little harder in raiSing
funds. __ and try to get as
many people as we can
to go to the games. . . "
-Chuck Smith
With a gW1g-ho attitude on
the spans department, Sports
lmformation Director Jeff
Kuehno, along with other Athletic
Department members, will need to
put on their thinking caps and give
fund raising due notice. Theywill
have to work a little harder in fund
raising and try to sell more tickets
at athletic events.
And Smith is ready and
willing to put this philosophy into
action.
"We will have to work a little
harder in raising funds," he saicL
"and try to get as many people as
we can to go to the games so we
can sell more tickets. .. students,
facUlty and staff."
According to Smith lay-offs
and sport team budget cuts are the
last things he will consider.
"I don't want to reduce any of
the sports budget if I can help it,"
he said. ''They need the money.
And the one most important thing
were trying to protect is that no
one loses their job."
If there continues to be a
shortfall of tax dollars to Missouri,
it is pos<;ible that another cut will
occur in January.
Smith doesn't "~t have a
solution for that
"We'll keep our fingers
crossed."

ing against Oakland.
The Rivermen topped
Missouri Southern 2-0 in a game
totally dominated by Redmond's
team. Mark Lynn recorded the
shutout. The three wins bring the
Rivennen's season record to 11-1I.
The Rivermen bring their six
game unbeaten streak home
starting this Friday with a game
against regional foe Northeast
Missouri State University.
The NMSU game is the first
of a four game homestand that ends
October 29, with Southwest
Missouri State traveling to the Don
Dallas Memorial Field.

Riv e rwomen: 2 Shut-outs

Volleyball Coaches "Pleasantly Surprised"
by ChriS Buhr
Current sports reporter

The Riverwomen dropped from
14th to 18th place in NCAA Division
II last week, despite winning eight
~tmatehes.

Assistant coach Erik Kasorg said
though he was disappointed in the
ranking, he is "pleasantly surprised"
with the girls. He explained improvement from last year's team was .. a
good mixture of experience and new
players filling in holes."

One of those holes has been
filled by freshman Rita Shultz who
Kaseorg considers a starter. Kaseorg
also emphasized the teams togetherness as a reason for their sucess.
Last weekends Wayne State
tournament was a good test, according to the assistant coach.
The River,women traveled to Wayne
State to compete with host
Wayne State, .
Northern
Michigan and
Michigan Tech. The Ri verwomen beat
all three teams including the number
six ranked school in the nation,
Northern Michigan.
This could up their ranking in the
NCAA DivisionII poll. Results of the
poll will not be available until
Wednesday.
Kaseorg stresses the MIAA
conference round robin tournament.
ill Central Missouri State as another
important test
The Jeijnies of Central Missori
have ended the Riverwon's quest for
MIAA title the last five years and
have won the title nine years in a row.

*
I
~~® United Parcel Service
I

Athlete Of nle Week
Si eve Valle
·Senior
-Men's Soccer
-Forward
-Awarded outstanding
offensive player hon<j ors in the Central Re~' y"'*} gion Ciassic.
'/f
J

. ",' ·Scored both goals
' in 2-0 win over
Lockhaven.
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR

us.

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M\F
CALL 553-5317 FOR INFORMAnON
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ACROSS

The
\Neekly
Crossv,/Clrd
Puzzle

3 5 Pu t off
37 Chapeau

DEAR

1 SUitable
4 Workma n
8 Trust
12 Cheer
13 Toward shelter
14 Great Lake
15 Transg ress
16 Rep lies
18 Move along
the edge
20 P,tch
21 N01e of sca le
22 In mus'c. h'gh
23 S aga cIou s
27 The sun
29 H'g h ca rd
30 Substance
31 Either
32 Fruit seed
33 Brick-car ryin g
deVIce
34 Aga ve pla nt

ZELDA
This is Absolutely in Love again. I took your advice but now it seems
he has too much time on his hands, but the hands aren't on me. He
recently quit his second job, so he has spare time and I want it to be with
me, but when I called one afternoon wanting to spend my spare time
with him, he was making plans to go out with a friend and I only wanted
t,,:o h.ours with him, then he could of have the rest of the evening with
hlS friend. What do you think?

38 Edi bl e seed
39 Word of sor row
40 PrecIou s stone

41 Babylonian
d eity
4 2 RI ve r duck

44 AquatiC
ma mmal

47 Harangued
51 Sia mese n at ive
52 Cen tu ry plan t
53 Roma n tyrant
54 The Sixth
sense' abbr .
55 Young boys
56 Asteri sk
57 Fema le ruff
DOWN
1 War g o d
2 Rec rea110n ar ea
3 Tremulous
excitement

4 M ale deer
5 Sudsy brew
6 Cuddle up to
7 Rai lroa d stat ion
8 Renovated

27

28
29
30
32

33
36

Signed,

37

38
40
41

It seems to me that if he has all the spare time now, he will spend it
the way he wants to, even if you're not included. Ifheknew you wanted
to spend two hours with him before work and could have waited to see
his friend, then that should tell you something. He either is doing
because he knows it makes you mad, or his priorities are to put other
things before you. Is this the kind of boyfriend you want?

My boyfriend is very open about relationships and he feels it is okay,
if both partners agree, to see other people in a sexual manner. I totally
disagree with this and he understands my viewpoint, but I'm afraid in
the future he may do it even though I don't agree.

%taf[y jealous

'Dear rrJ.,
Like I asked above, Is this the kind of boyfriend you want? There are
couples out there who have open relationships, and if you think you're
boyfriend will see others in a sexual manner, he probably wilL Unless
you want to play along and not let it bother you, make it clear to him
again, exactly how you feel.

'Dear ZeUfa,
There is this girl that I'm really in love with. But every time we go
out, she gets drunk and makes a fool of herself (i.e. she becomes an
exhibitionist). Should I stay with her? If so, how can this problem be
solved?
Sincerely,

Into;>(icaw{ witfi L01Je

Just because someone wants to expose themselves in public while
intoxicated is no reason to leave them. If anything, you need to explain
to her thal it is wrong to do such things, and help her to overcome this
problem. Good luck!
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College Astology
by Joyce Jillson

New moon Monday; keep in mind as
you smile, nod and carry through, that
you're starting something. Relationships,
especially, can be renewed, refreshed,
patched up tight, or begun, whether with
friend, lover or professional advisor. On
Tuesday, folks are touchy; on Wednesday, they're enterprising, but quite
opinionated; on Thursday, the Scorpio
moon is possessive, but good for concentration,
On Friday, the sensible approach
works; confidence is high and competition is stiff. Theone whose eye you'd like
to catch will be impressed by good
sportsmanship. On Saturday, independence reigns; gel off campus and enjoy
some time with friends. It's a perfect time
for a party. Besides, when the moon
enters Capricorn on Sunday, a serious
mood comes over the world, and everyone thinks they'd better hit the books.
Call or meet with the one you'd like
to be close to while the moon is in a
starting position for relationships. On
Tuesday, frustrations result from trying
to push; back off when confronted by
obstacles in the form of stubborn lovers,
roommates or creditors. Wednesday is
more conciliatory, but get it done before
Thursday, when the moon meets Pluto
and you have a tendency to take offense
easily. Don't travel Friday, but Saturday
is great for a little getaway. You feel
strong and independent right through
Sunday, butit's more fun to be independent in twos. On Sunday, your ethics are
showing, as you do the best job you know
how.

Taurus (April20-May 20).

by Mark Weitzman

On Monday, implement plans for
increased efficiency in all practical matters and study habits. Any new habit
you'd like to form will be easierto adjust
to if you begin on this new moon day. On
Tuesday through Thursday, you're in
delicate territory, as moon emphasizes
one-to-one relationships, and this can get
intense. Jupiter is supporting development of romance, even true love, but
you're on your own with a roomie who's
as stubborn and set in their ways as you
are. Wednesday is a most conciliatory
day; do the talking then. On Friday and
Saturday, concentrate on srudies; the food
is lousy at parties. On Sunday, make a
note of ideas!

Gemini (May 21-June 21).

CPS

,"
Peck! Peck! Peck! Why don't you learn to type!

Bitter vetch
False ho od
Afftrmat,ve
Atta ched t o
Sun goo
Perform
Italy: ab b r
Sude,t
La
s pen
na
Soft drink
City ,n RUSSia
Ventilate
Witty re mar k
Pound ing
In strumen ts
Cut Of meat
Not e of scale
M,Iotary hat
Ta lk g libly
Profi ts
Latin

conjunction
4 3 Babylo nia n
de ity
44 A ro ma
45 Comfor1
46 Mat ure
47 Pige on pea
48 Guodo' s high
note
49 Food fish
50 Peri o d of t ime

"My tum, My tum!"

Aries (March 21-ApriI19).

'Dear 1. 'W.L,

I'

22
24
25
26

.9LEso[ute{y in L01Je

zoo U.

9
10
11
17
19

The new moon is your big chance to
zero in on a new romantic relationship;
first dates, first hellos, fust smiles are all
ways of using this moon to get off to the
right start. Tuesday through Thursday is
your chance to make real headway on
assignments; write, figure or note observations on Wednesday, and use Thursday for reading, when Pluto aids your
high-flying mercurial mind in shutting
out all distractions with total concentration. On Friday, a woman makes life a
little easier with sensible help. Saturday
is made for a great date. Sunday is another
good study day; let a fellow child of
Mercury (Gemini or Virgo) be your coach.

Cancer (June 22-July 22).

Now is the time to give your loyalty. A female friend needs it, and so do
the people with whom you share your
home. You have a unique knack for
bringing a warm atmosphere to residence, and others will appreciate you
for it. On Tuesday through Thursday,
the Scorpio moon triggers intense feelings in a love affair. If you have a tiff on
Tuesday (there's pressure in the air),
patchitupon Wednesday, when there's
plenty of positive planetary energy.
Thursday is best for flashing (or picking up) silent but meaningful looks.
Routine chores and shopping for necessities is relaxing Saturday. On
Sunday, love rules again.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22).
Ask for directions, information, a
date for the weekend and/or help with
a difficult assignment on Monday. The
answers will start you on a whole new
direction of fun and discovery. Go
somewhere new. Shop. Tuesday
through Thursday, you'll be more or
less homebound, and the best day to
have guests join you there is Wednesday. On Thursday, you'll be busy obsessing over the dust in the dorm or
meticulously polishing your rock collection, which diminishes your appeal
as a host. On Friday, the moon slips
into your romance department. On Saturday' keep !,hat date you made Monday; you'll be very glad you did. Hit the
books Sunday, right after the housework.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22).
The new moon indicates a bit of a
money mix-up between you and one
whose friendship you value. Don't let
it drag on. On Tuesday, you've got
pizzazz; don't try to work for hours at
a stretch. Do a little, then take a break.
Wednesday and Thursday are good for
writing papers and letters. On Friday,
have a get-together, or do some cooking or other practical stuff. On, Saturday, everyone you live with gets along
fme. And on Sunday, there are plenty
of chances for romance, and your creative side comes out too. Repair something. Your handiwork can be a soUrce
of income; what are you good at that
would be of value to others?

not distracting you from long-term purpose; if your major subject isn't as fascinating as you'd hoped, be honest with
yourself and consider a cbange. On
Tuesday, yOll've the advantage of
moonglow, so talk someone into doing
something your way (you know how
you love to talk people into things).
Wednesday is most agreeable, with enjoyable classes and maybe some good
marks on returned work. The weekend
is terrific, except it's easy to spend too
much money on Saturday . There's a
scholarly sky on Sunday; virite or study
with friends.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec 21)
The new moon on Monday is in
your social doings sector; call an old
friend, join an organization or just meet
with a gang for coffee. Loyalties and
responsibilities are reconfinnecL On
Tuesday through Thursday, bury yourself in books. Extra cash from home on
Wednesday , or maybe a record-breaking tip total on the job. Friday and
Saturday are power days, calling for
extroverted action. On Saturday, especially, you're bound to win in any games
or debates. Leadership is important to
Sagittarians now; join something and
take on some responsibilities - it'll
look great on your resume. On Sunday,
studying with a group is favored.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19).
The new moon suggests a certain
confusion in relationships that could be
quite distracting, if you aren't careful.
Natural taste and discrimination in
choosing companions should serve you
well now; there's a little snob in you
somewhere and this is a good time to
bring it out. On Wednesday, class or
club meetings can include a coup for
yOU; don't miss a thing, ask questions,

speak right up in planning sessions. On
Saturday, keep it low-key; let those
around you do the partying, have patience wi th noisy pals. On Sunday afternoon, the moon enters your sign, and
you perk up; f"md a mentor to coach you
in courses.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18).
The new moon brings news from
long distance; if an older family member is ailmg or going through a big
change, youcan plan to travel home this
weekend, but the stars look positive for
this person's recovery. Through Thursday, the moon is in your authority sector, and the shift from negative potential to positive is quite interesting: On
Tuesday, it ' s easy [0 [Ouch a sore spot in
a professor or administrator, quite by
accidenL But Wednesday is very positive for getting guidance from those
more experienced. Relax with some
serious socializing on Friday and Saturday. You need a break. Sleep late
Sunday, and read the boring stuff in the
afternoon.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20).
Restlessness can be channeled into
creative pursuits. The trick is to set up a
realistic study schedule with frequent
breaks - some diversion with truly
enjoyable people (you have too many
neurotics in your. sphere now; weed out
a few), and walks to keep thecirculation
flowing. As long as you don't procrastinate the study part, you're OK. You
don't read. as rapidly as other signs
(though you often learn more from your
reading than others do), so you must
allow enough time on a regular basis to
keep up. On the weekend, responsibility for group activities dominates; you're
the driver or organizer.
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Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23).
Monday is your 'personal new
year's day, Libra, so make some selfimprovement resolutions. Spiff up
possessions, go to the cleaners and
bargain hunt on Tuesday, but don't
make big decisions. On Wednesday,
thorough cleaning of home and reordering of priorities are certainly in order. An ultimatum from one you love
could make Thursday tense. Don't
travel Friday, though you feel restless;
take walks or bike rides instead. On the
other hand, get off campus wi th a friend
Saturday. If you go horne, they'll be so
glad to see you. And if you stay on
campus and spend Saturday shooting
the breeze with buddies and Sunday
cleaning house, that's OK too.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21).
The new moon calls for a close
look at ideals and ambitions, making
sure that your school experiences are

. "Ok now, if you don't hand over all your money I'm gonna have to
plug this sucker in before I dry off. And I mean it, I'll do it."

